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September 22

Heathrow to Vancouver
Vancouver 2 nights – Central Plaza Hotel & Spa,
September 22-24
1015 Burrard Street
Tofino (Vancouver Island) 3 nights – Best Western Tin Wis
September 24-27
Resort Lodge, 119 Pacific Rim Highway
Vancouver 1 night - Central Plaza Hotel & Spa,
September 27-28
1015 Burrard Street
September 28
Rocky Mountaineer Train - Vancouver to Kamloops
September 29
Kamloops to Jasper
September 29Jasper 2 nights – Lobstick Lodge, 94 Geikie Street
October 1
October 1
Jasper to Lake Louise (127 miles)
Lake Louise 2 nights – Lake Louise Inn,
October 1 -3
210 Village Road
October 3
Lake Louise to Banff (36 miles)
Banff 3 nights – The Rimrock Resort Hotel,
October 3-6
300 Mountain Avenue
October 6
Banff to Calgary Airport (88 miles)
October 6
October 7

Calgary to Heathrow
Arrive Heathrow
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September 22
Up at 5:00am and after all the worries whether the taxi would turn up, he was 15 minutes
early! A great drive, there was hardly any traffic and we were at Heathrow by 7:00. We
were not sure whether batteries and cameras should be in suitcases or hand luggage so
some hasty re-packing was necessary. All the check ins are now self-service which was a
real pain and at the baggage drop desk we seemed to be keeping the very dozy woman
awake. And guess who was frisked going through the scanner – no, not AP for the first time
ever, but Liz who had carefully put her front door key in her pocket! Coffee and cake for
breakfast, after which we had very little time to wander round, the gate being 15 minutes
away.
There was plenty of food on the flight, though little that
was enjoyable. The vegetable pasta for lunch was so bad
that Liz failed to eat it – it would have been good on a 9
hour flight to have something better. Once through the
horrors of entry into Canada we found a taxi and were
soon checked in to our room on the 22nd floor, with a
magnificent view of downtown Vancouver.

AP … “surely it would be better
to call for the maintenance
man?”
EJ … “Nah”
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Then it was off to walk down to the waterfront to check out the possibility of a day trip to Victoria (not on, there would have been a very long boat
trip, as well as being eye-wateringly expensive) and to sample our first Canadian beer called Granville Island. We then purchased a local sim card
which proved to be very useful, before going back to the hotel for a swim!!
A bowl of soup was then the perfect
supper for two exhausted travellers.

September 23
Jet lag ensured that we were both wide awake
at 2:00am so we were up admiring the great view and listening to emergency sirens. We managed to get a little more sleep before an early start
to visit Stanley Park. But before that it was breakfast which was great, but one portion would have been enough for us both! We each had
2 Eggs Benedict on muffins with salmon, fried potatoes and melon – a vast plateful.
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We walked 7 miles today to and
round Stanley Park which was
superb and very busy with walkers
and cyclists. We looked for and
found just one Blue Heron … and
then they were everywhere!
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Had a disgusting bowl of wallpaper glue
soup on the way back to the hotel where \
we had another swim, then it was time for
dinner.
We had salmon which was red, and then we realised it was wild Pacific salmon and delicious.
Also enjoyed white wine from the Okanagan Valley…..and we had a voucher for 30 dollars off the
cost of the meal! Asleep by 9:00
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September 24
Sleeping hours improving apart from 2:00-3:00 am.
We were ready in the lobby at 7:20 for our early pick
up for the bus to the ferry. This was no rowing boat,
more like a cross channel ferry! Time for some
breakfast which was coffee, banana loaf and
blueberry and lemon loaf, got to have your fruit!

It was a very calm crossing which took 1’40” then it
was time to find the Tofino bus. Our bus driver took
one look at Liz’s suitcase and asked if she had her
husband in it!!
He then announced that we had been upgraded and given the reserved front seat so we had an excellent view for the entire journey.
Perhaps too good a view as his driving style was entirely one handed. There was a short pit stop on the way to enable passengers to collect
some lunch from the delicatessen – we had a fairly indigestible chicken Caesar wrap.
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We knew that all the rooms had a sea view but what a view! Our room was on the ground floor with a patio leading down to the beach
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It was time for happy hour at the bar!
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September 25
Luckily, we woke up early and what an amazing start to the day with the full moon setting over the water. Loads of photos and cold feet from the
patio!
There was a real fiasco with the
promised hotel shuttle for which
the key was eventually declared
lost. We insisted that we wanted
a lift into Tofino and eventually
Steven the handyman arrived in
his wife’s car (which he needed
to clean first just to add to the
delay). Breakfast in Tofino
followed by some shopping in a
lovely jewellery store by which
time it was lunchtime.
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Drinking in public places
In B.C., you are not allowed to drink alcohol in a
public place – such as a street or a park – unless
it has been specially approved as a place where
drinking may occur (during a community festival
where there is a liquor licence in place, for
example. You may drink alcohol outside at your
home or at your campsite.

It was a beautiful day and we tried to find a bar to have a beer
without any luck so went into the liquor store to buy a can. We
found the perfect spot with a picnic bench overlooking the water.
No sooner than we had had a couple of swigs then the local
sheriff turned up!! “You can’t drink that here madam “he said to
Liz who was holding the can, “it’s not allowed”. Profuse apologies
were given (seemed appropriate to do this rather than be
arrested) but he hung around until Liz had emptied the can in the
ditch.

He departed with a smile,
but the person with the
biggest smile was from AP
who continued to drink
her beer from her water
bottle having shared out
the can before the sheriff’s
arrival!!

What a waste!!
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We bought some sandwiches for the evening and walked back to the hotel which turned
out to be 2.5 miles. It was time to relax on the patio before a beach walk, then back to the
patio for glorious sunset watching.
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September 26
It was foggy at first light so no repeat of the wonderful setting moon, how lucky we were to see this yesterday. Today we walked to the Botanic
Gardens which were quite unique with rain forest, beaches, a tsunami memorial, wacky signs and a red telephone box. It was possible to get
through the rain forest section through some carefully constructed walkways.
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On asking where we could get some sandwiches (only cake at the café) we were directed to the industrial
estate where we were able to buy pastries and bread. Conveniently the Tofino brewery was next door so
some more beer was purchased after tasting a few samples.
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We walked back to the hotel and spent an idyllic afternoon having lunch and relaxing on the patio, just perfect.

Eventually we hauled ourselves off to the beach for a second walk, before some
wine and an early dinner. We shared a Caesar salad and garlic prawns which was
great and then it was time to get back to the beach for sunset, along with loads of
other people all enjoying the wonderful view and atmosphere.
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We were asleep by
8:00pm!!
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September 27
A good 8 hours sleep. Another
foggy start, a minibus pick up at
10:00am into Tofino for the bus
back to Vancouver and the first
laugh of the day. Our fellow
passengers were all young hippy
types, and as befitted our more
mature status we were again
allotted the front seat. It was a fairly stressful journey, mainly caused by the driver saying that it was only the second time he had done this
route! A no show pick-up wasted about 15 minutes so that when we reached Port Alberni there was only a 5 minute stop. However, we were now
seasoned travellers and had our provisions on board! The driver seemed to go slower and slower and AP started to get very stressed that we
wouldn’t make the ferry, but eventually we were there with half an hour to spare. Another calm boat trip, another bus trip and we were back in
the hotel by 6:00pm.

An enjoyable dinner of Caesar salad, shrimps, fries, bread, olives, ice cream and Canadian wine (with another 30 dollars voucher).
In bed at 9:30 ready for our 5:00am get up.
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September 28
A very efficient check in at the Sheraton
Hotel opposite, a coach transfer and
arrival at the Rocky Mountaineer station.
A jazz pianist on the grand piano added
great atmosphere to the highly excited
crowd and then we were boarding the
train, accompanied by a piper in
Campbell tartan.

We’re on the train together with 719 other
passengers in 21 carriages!
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Breakfast was served fairly
quickly and included granola with
yoghurt which was very nice and
fresh fruit salad. The first
alcoholic drink of the day came at
10:30 and we had Canadian non
oaked Chardonnay. Nibbles
followed then it was time for
lunch – salmon.

As we left Vancouver the scenery started
to feature water and there was lots of
Autumn colour on the trees. The train was
very long so occasionally it was possible to
see the front end as we rounded a bend.
Meanwhile pudding was being served –
chocolate brownies and then coffee and
Baileys which was served in the half pint
mugs if you didn’t want it in your coffee!
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A number of photo opportunities were challenged by
passing freight trains and trees that were not in view
when the camera was raised!
Today we saw bald headed eagles, see one in the
tree above … no the image on the right is not one
of ours!
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As we approached Kamloops towards the end of the day the scenery became less interesting, although we were quite tired by this time (nothing
to do with the alcohol of course!) There was quite a long hold up as we had to wait for two freight trains to pass. We had been told that some of
these were 2 miles long which we thought was an exaggeration until we saw these for ourselves.
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The very slick organisation on the train continued when we were given our room keys before we left the train for the 15 minute coach trip to the
Hampton Inn where our luggage was in our room. Our coach driver, Norman, kept us fully entertained with mentions of his retirement portfolio.
We required no more food and were asleep by 9:15.
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September 29
Norman picked us up at 7:15 and continued to entertain “gee, if I won 25K, I could afford to go
on the train!” We were really impressed with the brilliantly choreographed coach routine as we
were delivered to our carriage! The food and drink continued as per the day before. It would
be fair to say that we were not hugely impressed with the food and we thought it was perhaps
better airline quality. There were three staff on each coach and of these Ewan continued to
entertain with stories of pioneers and to tell us about photo opportunities.
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As we neared the Rockies, a few snow topped mountains came into sight (we were not to know at this stage that this was nothing compared
with what we were going to see!!)
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One final drink and a speech from Ewen before the crew came
through the carriage shaking our hands (and collecting their
tips!) “The Rocky Mountaineer is the only train that you want to
go as slow as possible, and if it is a successful journey, the
longer it takes.”
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Once again a coach was waiting, we climbed on board and were driven all
of 400 yards to the Lobstick Lodge! We had a room in the basement which
was extremely hot even after we had turned the heating off, but luckily
there was a fan which we left running all night. Like yesterday, we had
nothing more to eat.
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September 30
This morning we had a
continental breakfast in
the hotel, then set off to
explore Jasper, and there
was more of it than we
had thought. Straight
away in the road down
from the hotel we had the
“elk and safety”
experience with a small
group of elks pottering
around.
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As we were taking our photos, a lady cycled by saying that she had lived in Jasper for 20 years and had never got as close!
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After a good walk around visiting most of the shops which were all open despite it being Sunday, we went back to the hotel for a swim and an
excellent hot tub. Once again we were the only people taking advantage of this. Then it was time for dinner with Liz having fish and chips,
Allison having penne pasta – it was just like being at home!!
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October 1
A peek through the curtains and yes, it had snowed overnight! After checking out we were offered a lift “downtown” which was great except that
Liz left her gloves in the car (they weren’t tied on with elastic to her sleeves). We were somewhat surprised at Avis not to be shown round the car
and to be helped with the car’s equipment so after clearing the snow (!!) we had to spend 15 minutes looking at the manual. We couldn’t
find any mention of the rear windscreen wiper….ah, that would be because there wasn’t one!
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Cautiously driving on the right we set off for Lake Louise in light
snow. Almost immediately we came across a toll booth where we
had to pay 50 dollars for going through the national park. At this
stage the road was still reasonably clear, but as it continued to snow
steadily visibility and conditions worsened considerably.
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It was very disappointing not to be able to see any mountains
and fabulous views, but not as disappointing a drive as for the
two cars that we saw upside down. A couple of snow ploughs
were doing their stuff on the other side of the road.

The worst part of the
road was round the
Columbia Ice Field
where it was a
complete white out
with a temperature
of -4.
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We were very relieved to get to Lake Louise but still had to find the motel. By
mistake we found ourselves at the Chateau overflow car park together with
hundreds of other cars. It was unbelievable to find it so busy in such bad weather,
although the snow was less here. It was good to get to the Lake Louise Inn where
we had a first floor room in an adjacent lodge looking out over the grounds. The
receptionist was impressed that we had driven from Jasper in such conditions!

A text from Jill to say that she had won on the Premium
Bonds – a quick check and yes, we had both won too!
Time for a small celebration and over to the bar where
the beer that we ordered didn’t taste right so Allison
moved on to wine (12 dollars a glass) while Liz drank both
beers! We had bruschetta, pizza and ice cream from a
menu that was clearly designed for skiers and it was also
the most expensive so far. However, we had earned it
after such a stressful journey. We came out to find that it
had snowed quite hard, it looked lovely.
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October 2
Yes, it was snowing when we woke up. We went and waited for half an hour for the shuttle to
Lake Louise before realising that it didn’t go from the motel. Lots of people were
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waiting around for their tour buses but not a lot was happening transport wise.

Liz went out to inspect the roads which were not
looking very clear so we decided that we would
review the situation after a swim and hot tub. By
this time the snow was coming down heavily so we
were grounded for the rest of the day.
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We took the precaution of checking that we could stay another night if necessary
then whiled away the rest of the day in repacking our cases, doing crosswords,
checking local travel and weather sites and going over for another pizza!
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October 3
As Navigator in Chief Liz had spent the night checking the roads every hour! The
snow had stopped but was 6-8” deep. It was a glorious morning and as we went
over to breakfast we were amazed at the wonderful mountain views all around
the motel.
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Defrosting the car was a major task which took a good half hour but
we were at least parked in the sun. Back to our room to finish
packing up and check out, then a final decision on the roads and we
decided that we were “good to go”.

It was tricky getting out of the hotel and the local roads but one lane was
clear on the highway and we had some great mountain views.
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It was tricky getting out of the hotel and the
local roads but one lane was clear on the
highway and we had some great mountain
views. The journey to Banff was not too bad,
Banff itself had not been cleared too much,
but the road up the hill to the hotel had been
cleared. This was almost definitely due to the
main tourist attraction the Banff Gondola
being just past the hotel.
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On arrival at
the Rimrock
Hotel we
gratefully
accepted the
valet parking,
not realising
that this would
cost £25 a day.
We checked in
and went to
our room
where we had
one of those
OMG moments
as we looked
out over a
fabulous view,
made all the
more beautiful
by the snow.

We later learned that this was the most amount of snowfall at such an early time of year for over 100
years!
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We went for a swim once again having the pool to ourselves, then dinner which was decidedly odd
food and at 100 CAD decided that we would not eat in the hotel again. This was a shame as the main
dining room was called the Primrose Dining Room!
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Over dinner we decided that we would cut out the stress factor in driving in the snow, return the car to Banff, make use of the hotel shuttle bus
and book an airport bus for the trip to Calgary.
October 4
Up early and into Banff to
return the car. The roads were
still poor, but we found a
petrol station and filled up. We
couldn’t find Avis at first so
parked in a supermarket car
park and walked, as it
happened just round the
corner.

Nanaimo bars from Canada,
with a crunchy biscuit base,
custard layer and chocolate
topping

Moved the car to the correct place, did the paperwork
and retired thankfully to a café for coffee and Nanaimo
bars which were wonderful!
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We then hit the shops and bought fleeces,
scarves etc. before going to McDonalds for
lunch! Free shuttle bus back to the hotel
and time for another swim and hot tub –
this time we had to share it! The pool was
quite cool so the hot tub was extremely
welcome.
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We bought some sandwiches from the hotel
shop and some chocolate – it wasn’t a brilliant
evening meal, but considerably better and
cheaper than the
hotel’s offering
the previous
evening.
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October 5
Once again it
was the shuttle
bus to
downtown
Banff and the same breakfast as yesterday with extra supplies of Nanaimo bars purchased for the
evening! Before we came to Canada we had decided that Banff would be the place for some
jewellery shopping and so it proved. We found a couple of excellent shops and were happy to buy
earrings and rings at substantially cheaper prices than we had anticipated, perhaps because we
abandoned all thoughts of Ammolite. And to celebrate, a return visit to McDonalds where Allison
made the mistake of ordering a child’s portion.
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On then to the supermarket where we had tried to
abandon the car yesterday (all the ice had now gone) to
buy salad, cheese, crackers, fruit and yoghurt for our
evening meal – we already had the wine. Then down to
the hotel’s business centre to check in and print our
boarding passes.

October 6
What a stunning morning
with wall to wall sunshine.
We can see that the snow is
melting a bit and some of the
icicles have already come
crashing down. Great
excitement, there was a deer
in the garden and Liz was duly
summoned from the
bathroom, wrapped in the
smallest towel and foaming at
the mouth!!
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We whiled away the morning before it was time for the bus to the airport and a very good drive to Calgary. It was such a good decision to jettison
the hire car as finding Avis would have been really difficult once in the airport.
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More self-service machines for the check in and Liz’s case was overweight!! Only by 0.5kg so a shoe and binoculars were removed. We were
through security in a twinkling; with only 4 international flights the terminal was hardly busy. Because it had all gone so smoothly we then had 4
hours to wait, but there were a few shops and of course, coffee and cake

Our flight took off on time, the taxi was prompt and we were home by midday on Sunday.
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